Scavenger Hunt

1. A Richard Nixon for president button. -5pts
2. A Hula-Hoop. -10pts
3. Mickey Mouse Ears. -3pts
4. A U of C alumus' signature from any of the classes that graduated in the twenties. -15pts
5. A Pair of Orthodontic Rubber bands. (In a zip lock bag) -1pt
6. Bruce Willis (my roomie wants him, she will pay a bonus for him). -100pts
7. An item that contains Sodium Monofluorophosphate. -3pts
8. 100 Bazooka comics. -10pts
9. A saddle -50pts
10. A whip -20pts
11. Thumb screws -15pts
12. A life size pin-up of Loni Anderson. -1pt
13. Vitamin B-12 (can not be in capsule form). -5pts
14. Aloe Vera suntan lotion. -3pts
15. A post card from Katman Doo. -15pts
16. A training Brassiere. (try a labbie?) -25pts
17. A 44-D bra. -20pts
18. An elected official's signature on letterhead (must be non student) -20pts
19. A la cross stick (male or female). -5pts
20. A kilt. -15pts
21. A Santa Claus hat. -7pts
22. A Second City Tee shirt. -15pts
23. The Betty Boop calendar. -3pts
25. A diploma from the U of C. -10pts
26. A check for Oral Roberts. -1pt
27. A rejection letter from a grad school. (5 extra points if its from a U of C grad school.) -5pts
28. A grade report with less than a 2.0 average or a grade report with a perfect 4.0. -10pts
29. A size 15 shoe or a size 3 shoe. -10pts
30. A Pierce, Woodward, or BJ food worker's apron. -3pts
31. A copy of a persons placement test results. -3pts
32. A Statement from the U of C Federal credit union that has a negative balance. -3pts
33. A boiled egg. -3pts
34. A calculator that is bigger than a credit card that can only add, subtract, multiply, and divide. -10pts
35. A mammal heart (in a zip lock bag). -15pts
36. A Susan B. Anthony Dollar. -3pts
37. A part of a Burger King or McDonalds uniform. -5pts
38. A winning lottery ticket. -10pts
39. A four leaf clover. -5pts
40. An invitation to Hannah's annual freshman picnic. -5pts
41. A Hannah dollar from casino night. -3pts
42. The names of the first U of C football team after its reinstitution in the 60's. -7pts
43. The Skokie telephone directory. -20pts
44. A bus ticket to Iowa. -10pts
45. A model of the Sears Tower. -15pts
46. An "I love Chicago" Giant Eraser. -3pts
47. A Fredrick's of Hollywood catalogue. -7pts
48. The Cosmopolitan 1987 Star Guide. -3pts
49. A Copy of a scandal sheet that features "Aliens" in its headlines. -5pts
50. A poster from the Smart Gallery Russian exhibition. -5pts
51. A boat. -25pts
52. A reproduction or facsimile of Grant Wood's "American Gothic". -10pts
53. Someone who can recite all of the American presidents in order. -20pts
54. A class of 1987 freshman pig book. -10 pts
55. A bottle of extra strength Tylenol capsules. -10pts
56. Jesse Jackson's autograph. -25pts
57. A member of your team clad solely in Benetton wear (under garments excluded). -10pts
58. An employee's name tag of the Hyde park co-op. -7pts
59. A pair of male camouflage underwear, (must be modeled by a member of your team.). -20pts
60. An official copy of a U of C fight song. -7pts
61. A plastic Jack O'Lantern. -3pts
62. A roach over two inches long. (In a zip lock bag and dead too!!) -10pts
63. An O'Hare post card. -10pts
64. A damaged or missing luggage form. -10pts
65. An inflatable doll over three feet long. (Must be CLEAN!) -10pts
66. A penny dating prior to 1945, (Bonus points if its from before 1930) -1 to 5pts
67. A matchbook from the Berghoff. -5pts
68. A fountain pen. -1pt
69. A house fly. -3pts
70. A used Water Tower movie ticket. -7pts
71. A used opera or symphony ticket. -10pts
72. Antlers (extra points for an entire mounted head). -15 to 25pts
73. The U of C's chicken kiev (aka. fried hamster). -15pts
74. Over due book notice. -5pts
75. Ripley's believe it or not museums ticket. -15pts
76. An ash tray from the limelight cafe. -15pts
77. The autograph of a Checkerboard performer. -15pts
78. A green shoe lace. -3pts
79. A Shriner's fez. -20pts
80. A picture of an entire house (15pts) or dorm (200pts) in front of the building.
81. Ten ticket stubs to an '87 cubs or sox game. -20pts
82. Home made chocolate chip cookies, 1 pt. a piece (limit 3
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doz. 0 pts if burned.
84. A military medal. -3pts
85. A Rolls-Royce hood ornament. -15pts
86. A plastic Grimace hand puppet. (McDonalds). -3pts
87. A Cast. -15pts
88. A sunburn. -15pts
89. Ten bills of foreign paper money. -20pts
90. A nude person. -50pts
91. A Dean. -30pts
92. A gagged and bound person. -30pts
93. A nude, gagged and bound, Dean. -500pts
94. A pair of silk underwear. (less it weighs the more pts. It must be modeled). -15 to 30pts
95. A whole orange "No parking sticker". -3pts
96. A stale morry's brownie in a zip lock bag. -3pts
97. A Walgreen's circular. -3pts
98. All Doc films poster. -1pt
99. A exotic drink cup/glass (As from the Tikki). -15pts
101. An ID card from another educational institution (undergrad or higher). -7pts
100. An Edward's knife. -3pts
101. A take out menu from Ribs & Bibs. -3pts
102. A pine tree car deodorizer. -5pts
103. A large "Foster" beer can. -7pts
104. A communion wafer. (No teeth marks allowed) -20pts
105. A mustache (in a zip lock bag). -20pts
106. A pine cone. -10pts
107. An image of Michael Jackson. -0pts
108. A wax bust of Lincoln. -15pts
109. A slide rule. -10pts
110. One dead smell (in a zip lock bag). -20pts
111. A picture book from the Blaine library. -10pts
112. An "F" paper. -5pts
113. A street sign. -5pts
114. The title of the Weber piece in the smart gallery. -10pts
115. Where & what is the worlds longest suspension bridge. -7pts
116. A ten ride IC. ticket. -10pts
117. The worlds second largest atoll.-7pts
118. An Autumn quarter meal coupon. -3pts
119. Joe Egg's maker. -10pts
120. An unfrosted blueberry poptart. -1pt
121. A mailroom folder. -3pts
122. A police warning or arrest. 25pts
123. A painting on black velvet. -20pts
124. A signed picture of Vanna White or Pat Sajak. -1pt.
125. A live gold fish. -5pts
126. The address of Jane Adam's house. -7pts
127. The address of Mrs. O'Leary's barn (5pts) & what is there now? .15 pts
128. The address of O'Hare airport. -10pts
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129. The height of Mitchell Tower. -5pts
130. The number of steps in Cobb Hall. -10pts
131. The height and name of Hyde Park's tallest building. -5pts
132. The area of the Midway. -10pts
133. A pair of support hose. -7pts
134. The name of the person who invented the match. -7pts
135. A modeled garter belt, hose, and U of C tie. -20pts
136. One of the currently missing letters from the Joseph Regenstein Library, or Albert Pick Hall. (New ones will not qualify, we know which ones are missing, DONT EVEN TRY IT). -20pts each
137. An IC ticket from Zone 10. -20pts
138. A souvenir from a zoo must be evident on object). -15pts
139. Mayor Washington's signature. (You might be able to get the police arrest here at the same time) -50pts
140. An old multi-lingual "keep off grass" sign. -5pts
141. Six oysters in their shells (In a zip lock bag, of course). -7pts
142. A completed Sunday NY Times cross word puzzle. -10pts
143. A tricycle. -20pts
144. An Omnimax movie ticket. -10pts
145. An automobile headlight. -10pts
146. A well balanced breakfast on a dinning commons tray plate etc. -15pts
147. A piñatta. -10pts
148. A used Christmas tree. (Artificial ones are tacky and do not apply) -10pts without decorations & 20 points with
149. Sol Krasner's shoe size. -15pts
150. Karl Weintraub's waist size. -15pts
151. The height of Linnaeus. -10pts
152. A ticket stub from the Chicago Architecture Foundation. -10pts
153. The name of the tallest church building in the world. -10pts
154. The address of Chicago's Board of Trade and the color of the building. -10pts
155. A ticket stub from the U.S.S. Silversides. -15pts
156. An entrance pin from the Chicago Art institute. -15pts
157. A ticket stub from the Biograph theater. (5 extra points if you can tell us what occurred there on July 22, 1934). -10pts
158. The name of the only Chicago street that goes north through the Swedish, Korean, Jewish, Indian, Irish, and German neighborhoods. -10pts
159. Whose home is the exterior of Mandel Hall modeled after? -10pts
160. A souvenir or ticket stub from the Frank Lloyd Wright Home & studio museum. -20pts
161. The address of the site of the St. Valentine's Day massacre and the number of trees growing there. -10pts
162. Perfume scratch and sniff of Giorgio. (in a zip lock bag- PLEASE) -5pts
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163. The name of the World’s longest street. -10pts
164. A human hair a yard or more long (in a zip lock bag). -10pts
165. A ball and chain. -15pts
166. What was originally used as the formal entrance to the world’s Columbian Exposition of 1893? -10pts
167. Ticket stub from a racetrack (any type of racing will do). -15pts
168. A plastic spider ring. -7pts
169. Who are the “Lady wombats”? -5pts (35 extra points if you get one)
170. The complete lyrics for “American Pie”, by Don McLean. -5pts
171. Which Northwestern Building is rumored to be sinking? and Why? -5pts
172. A flashing bow tie. -7pts
173. A copy of a Maroon cartoon signed by the artist or the cartoon editor. -5pts
174. A junior high school year book. -7pts
175. A 5 cent returnable soda can (hint: Try Iowa, New Hampshire, Conn., Vermont) -100pts
176. A post card of a U of C dorm. -3pts
177. An American flag that is larger than 4 x 4 ft). -10pts
178. A bowling pin. -20pts
179. A Soldier of Fortune magazine. -5pts
180. A Do Not Disturb sign. -10pts
181. A La Freak by Chic record. -10pts
182. A worm over 3 inches long (in a zip lock bag). -5pts
183. Horned rimmed glasses with tape in the middle or a pocket protector. -3pts
184. What did George Washington die of? -7pts
185. A piece of florescent clothing. -5pts
186. Fuzzy dice that can be hung from a car mirror. -8pts
187. A visitors pass from Joliet penitentiary. -75pts
188. A zippo lighter. -10pts
189. A personalized Yameika. -20pts
190. A plastic lawn flamingo. -20pts
191. Bell bottom jeans. -7pts
192. A copy of Xaviera Hollanders’s The Happy Hooker. -5pts
193. Pajamas with feet/must be modeled by a member of the team. -15pts
194. A nail. -1pt
195. An apple with a worm in it. -20pts
196. The number of pictures on the walls at the original Medici 5pts
197. A ticket to Praire steeet and what’s on it. -15pts
198. A flyer from the Garfield Park Conservatory. -15pts
199. The circumference of the base of the “Golden Lady” stands on. -20pts
200. The humidity and temperature the mummies are kept at in the Oriental Institute. -7pts
201. The number of foreign stones in the Chicago tribune
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202. The names on the Chicago Founders Fountain. -20pts
203. The name of the playground south of water tower place. -15pts
204. Who gave the founding gift and why to the Chicago Cultural Center. -10pts
205. The address of the rock and roll McDonalds. -10pts
206. The motto of the Hard Rock Cafe. -10pts
207. Who plays the piano in the pump room. -15pts
208. A buoy. -25pts
209. Mike Royko's signature on the Chicago Tribune's front page. -50pts
210. The number of fatal pigs ordered for mammalian. -15pts
211. Astronaut strawberries. -15pts
212. A pamphlet from the Hyde Park historical society. -10pts
213. The date on which D. Levine passed his first KYU test. -20pts
214. Connie Holoman's hair length (in metric). -15pts
215. Bevington's signature on one of Shakespeare's plays. -20pts
216. A paper clip and a rubber band. -0pts (Have fun Chamberlin!)